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PART 1.
INTRODUCTION,
Reinforced concrete Is now rapidly taking the place
of much of the older and more expensive materials used in con-
struction work. As reinforced concrete coabines the tensile
strength of steel with the compressive strength of concrete,
and as the stress-deformation relation in the concrete is not
constajat, the action of reinforced concrete under load is more
complicated than is a uniform material having a constant stress-
deformation relation.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the
stress-deformation relation, known as the modulus of elasticity,
as determined from reinforced concrete beams of various ages
and mixtures.
In this thesis "by modulus of elasticity'- is meant
the relation which would exist between stress and deformation
if the concrete would compress uniformly/ at the rate it compress-
es for the lower stresses. This is generally called initial
modulus of elasticity.
The modulus of elasticity of the concrete is an im-
portant factor in reinforced concrete design. The resisting
moment in a reinforced concrete beam is taken equal to the stress
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in the steel multiplied by the distance from the center of the
steel to the centroid of the compressive forces in the concrete.
This moment arm increases as the ne\itral axis rises. So, with
the same stress in the steel, the resisting moment of the beam
depends upon the position of the neutral axis, which in turn
is determined by the modulus of elasticity'- of trie concrete.
For several years the Engineering Experiment Station
of the University of Illinois has been investigating
,
bjr means
of tests, the action of reinforced concrete in various forms.
Last year two of the theses prex)ared under its direction related
to the modtilus of elasticity of concrete in reinforced concrete
beams. One of these theses related to the effect of ages and
the other to the effect of various mixtures of reinforced con-
crete beams.
This thesis prepared under the direction of the Engine'
ering Experiment Station is to investigate the effect of both
age and mixture ; upon the modiilus of elasticity. The tests were
made at the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics of the University
of Illinois during the winter of 1907- '08. In all, twentj'-one
beams, 8 in. x 11 in. x 13 ft. were tested. These ranged in
ages from 4 days to 383 days. The mixtures were 1-1-2, 1-2-4,
1-4-8, and 1-5-10 by loose volume.

PART II.
THEORY KlU) AVAILAJ3LE DATA.
THEORY:
Koduluf? of elasticitj-^ of a material is generally de-
fined as the ratio of the unit stress to the unit deformation
within the elastic limit of the material. In some materials
this ratio is practicall:,'- constant. In other materials, such
as concrete, this ratio is not constant. As it is important in
considering concrete that a definite expression should be used
for this ratio, the name, "Initial Modulus of Elasticity", as
used "by Professor Talbot in Bulletin IJo . 4 of the Universit^/
of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, is adopted. This
tern expresses the relation which v/oiild exist betv/een stress
and deformation if the concrete compressed uniformlj;- at the rate
it compresses for the lower stresses.
Por calculating the position of the neutral axis and
the deformations of the top fiber and of the steel the assumption
was made that a plane section before bending remains a plane
section after bendirig. These calculations were made, partly
graphically and partly algebraically, from the observed exten-
someter readings and the known positions of the. extensometer
rollers with respect to the beam. Zero deformation is consider-
ed as the deformation due to the weight of the beam and the
loading apparatus. In all computations 0.002 was assumed as the
ultimate unit com.pressive deformation for concrete. This ulti-
mate deformation, of course, varies with. t?ie quality of the con-

Crete, but as none of these "beams failed "by compression and as
a considerable variation in t?iis deformation affects the mod-
ulus of elasticity but little, 0.002 was chosen as the ultimate
unit deformation.
The modulus of elasticity is calculated by means of a
formula involving the uhit compressive deformation and the posi-
tion of the neu(tral ajcis. This formula, as deduced in Sulletin
No. 4. of the University of Illinois Engineering Experiment
Station is as follows:
k 2pn - "p'^^n ^ - pnpfn^
roTSg (r~-l/3g)^ i-i/3g
where, k = ratio of distance between compressive face and
neutral axis, to distance between compressive
face and center of steel,
p = percent of reinforcement.
n = Eg_ - ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel
Ec
to that of concrete,
g - ratio of deformation existing in most
remote fiber of the concrete to ultimate deform-
ation in the same.
The modulus of elasticity was obtained for each beam
when g » 1/4 and when g = 1/2. For g - l/4 and p = ;0098 the
above equation reduces to,
n »
0.02l38~(l^k)
and for g = 1/2 it reduces to,
n = k2
0.02352Tl-k) '

By means of these equations and taking the nodultis of elas-
ticity of steel as 30,000,000 pounds per square inch the modu-
lus of elasticity of concrete was oht^ined.
STRESS IN STEEL:
The stress in the steel v/as found "both "by means of the
deformation of the steel and "by means of the resisting moment.
By the first method:
S = Egeg,
where,
s a Unit tensile stress in steel.
E3=r modulus of elasticity of steel.
eG= unit deformation in steel.
By the second method:
^'^SJ^^ltm^ The internal resisting moment
V / of a "beam must equal the external
moment. The internal "bending moment
equals the stress in the steel times
its moment arm. This moment arm is
d' of Pig. 1. Prom Bulletin ITo. 4,
previously referred to, approximately
this distance,
d' - d(l-0.35k)
where,
d' = moment arm of resisting couple,
d = effective depth of "beam = distance from plan©
of upper face to plane of center of steel.
So, the internal m.oment,
M' = Sd (1-0. 35k),
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where,
M' z internal bending moment.
S m total stress In steel.
The external being moment,
M = 4 X 12 X W = 24¥,
2
where,
W « applied load in poimds
.
Therefore, as M' = K,
Sd (1-0. 35k) rr 24W,
or S 24W
STRESS m CONCRETE:
Prom Bulletin No. 4 of the University of Illinois
Engineering Experiment Station the compressive stress at the
Tapper fiber.
c -= stress at upper fiber,
p - percent of reinforcement,
f = stress in steel.
k s ratio of distance between compressive face and
neutral axis to distance "d".
g = ratio of deformation existing in most
remote fiber to ultimate deformation.
c
where,
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AVAILABLE DATA:
Considera'ble data was found relating to modulus of
elasticity of concrete in beams but it is not as uniform as it
probabljr should be. Turneaure and Maurer's "Principles of Rein-
forced Concrete Construction" states that 2,500,000 pounds per
square inch is close enough, while Professor Talbot, in Btjlletin
No. 4. of the Universitj'^ of Illinois Engineering Experiment
Station, states that a value of 2,000,000 poimds per square inch
for ordinary ages and mixtures is probably about the raaxiroum
that should be used. The thesis of Messrs. Bagby and Casey as
well as the thesis of Messrs. Ga lhul.y, Lewis and Miller of
the class of 1907 of the University of Illinois gives results
more in accordance with the smaller value. The first thesis
referred to gives results for various mixtures, while the other
one relates to different ages.

8PART III.
MATERIALS, TEST PIECES AND I.OJTKOD OF TESTING.
MATERIALS:
The materials used in making all test pieces were
furnislied "by the Engineering Experiment Station of the Univer-
sity of Illinois. In return for this all the notes that were
taken became the property of the Experiment Station.
In order to make the tests representative of actuial
conditions in practice, the materials used, excepting the steel,
which was furnished "by the manufacturers, was purchased in the
open market.
STONE: The stone used was a good grade of limestone
from Kankakee, Illinois. It was screened through a 1-inch
screen. It contained about 52 per cent voids and weighed. 83
pounds per cubic foot, loose. To determine the voids a box
holding one cubic foot v/as partly filled with water; loose stone
was then slowly placed into the box until the stone filled
the box and the water filled the voids betv/een the stone.
The results of fineness tests as made by the Experiment
Station are given in Table I.
SAND: The sand, which was well graded and of good
quality, came from Williainsport , Indiana. It contained 4/
percent, voids and weighed 98,9 pounds per cubic foot, loose.
The voids were determined as for the stone. Table II gives the
mechanical analysis of the sand. The screening was done by hand.
The samples of sand-between 1000 and 2000 grarns-were taken so
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as to "be representative of the saiid that went into the beams.
Before screening t?ie samples were thorcughly dried in an oven.
The values given are averages of tests piade at intervals throt*gh'
out the season.
CETffJilNT': In, all hut two of the beams Chicago AA port-
lajid cement, which was purchased in the open market, was used.
In the t?/o oldest beams Universal portland cement, supplied
by the manufacturers, was used. Table III gives the results
of the fineness tests of both these cements.
Table IV gives the results of tests of briquettes for
tensile strength. These briquettes were 7 days and 28 days old,
and both of neat cement and 1-3 mixtures.
CONCRETE: The concrete was of good quality and was
mixed by men experienced in that kind of work. Enough concrete
was mixed at one time to make one test beam, 8 in. x 11 in. x
13 ft., 1 unreinforced beam, 6 in. x 8 in. x 3 ft. 4 in., 1 cyli-
inder 16 in. high x 8 in. in diameter, and 3 6-in. cubes. Each
of these was given the same number and was tested at approx-
imately the same age.
Table V gives the modulus of rupture of the short
beams and also the ultimate compressive strength of the cylinder
and the cubes.
STEEL: The steel bars used as reinforcement in the
beams were supplied by the Illinois Steel Company. The}'- were
1/2 in. in diameter and made of mild steel.
• Table VI gives the results of the tensile tests of
the bars used in each beam.
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TEST PIECES:
The beams used in making the tests were of standard
size, "being 8 in. x 11 in. x 13 ft. The distance between sup-
ports in the tests was 12 feet. The depth from the compressive
face to the plane of the reinforcement, which consisted of 4
1/2- inch plain, round, mild steel rods, 12 feet 6 in. long, was
10 in. The rods v/ere placed in a hiorizonta.1 plane 2 inches be-
tween centers. The effective cross-section of thebeam was 80
sq. in. and that of the steel 0.785 sq. in., thus, making the
reinforcement 0.98 percent of the concrete. Each beam weighed
about 1200 pounds making the weight of the concrete about 150
potmds per cu. foot.
Table VII gives the brand of cement, the age, and the
mixture, both by volume and weight, of each beam.
JiAKING OE BEAJAS: The beams were made on the floor
of the concrete laboratory, a strip of building paper being
placed beneath the forms. The forms, made of 2 in. pine, were
of the ordinary knock-down, reversible type. Braces were placed
every 3 feet along the forms to prevent bulging of the sides.
The details of the forms are shown in Eigure 2. The proportions
of the concrete were made by loose volume and checked by weight.
The proporlionB of the ooncr e to were made by loooo volui'i e and
ohookod by wei^iJit . Tiie mixing was done by hand with shovels on
a large steel plate. The &rir sand and cement were first mixed
together, then the stone, having been previously dampened, was
added, after which enough water was put in to make a rather wet
mixture, and then t}ie whole was turned until it was of unifoim
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consistency,
A 1-in. layer of concrete was first placed in the
"bottom of the forms. On this was laid the 4 l/2-in, bars, 2 in.
center to center. No tamping v/as done in the plane of the steel
The rest of the concrete was placed in the forms in 3 in, lay-
ers, each layer being well tamped. After tamping, a spade was
forced' between the concrete and the side of the form so as to
make a smooth surface. The beams were sprinkled twice a day.
The forms were removed 4 days after the beams were made. The
temperature of the laboratory was between 55 and 65 degrees
Fahrenheit. Table VIII gives the weights of the materials and
the percent of water in each beam.
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METHOD OF TESTING:
The beams were tested in the 200,000 It). Olsen testing
machine. They were handled in the testing laboratory/- by means
of two trolleys and tackles rimning on an over-head track.
When in the machine ready for testing, the bearas were supported
on the table of the machine by rocking supports 12 feet apart.
The tops of these supports were curves of 2 in. radius and the
bases v/ere of 12 in. radius, thus, allowing a rocking action as
the beam deflected. Bearing plates 4 in. x 1 in. x 10 in. were
placed betv/een the rocker and the beam, with a thin sheet of
rubber gasket between the plates and the beam to secure an even
bearing. Similar bearing plates, with rubber gasket beneath
them, were placed on top of the beam at the l/s points. On
each of these latter plates a 2 in. turned steel roller was
placed at riglrit angles to the axis of the beam. On these rollers
rested a 7 in. I-beam at the center of the span of which the load
was applied by the head of the machine to a spherical surface
attached to the I-beam.
The load was usually applied inlOOO-lb. increments.
Readings were taken of the deflection of the center of the beam
and also of the longitudinal elongation and shortening of the
steel and of the upper fibers respectively. For some of the
leaner mixtures the load- increment was 500 lbs. The loads were
applied slowly, the increase of deflection averaging about 0.03
in. per minute.
-The deflection at the center of the beam was obtained
by means of a fine silk thread stretched at a constant tension

"between points over the supports and at the middle of the depth
of the "bean. This thread passed in front of a scale attached
at the center of the span and readings were obtained 'by lining
up the thread and its reflection in a mirror to which the scale
was attached. These readings were accurate to 0.01 in.
The longitudinal elongation and shortening was ob-
tained "by means of the extensometers shown in ?'igure 3. The
two yokes were placed symmetrically with respect to the center
of the span and 40 in. apart. Tirie upper pairs of contact points
were placed 1/2 in. below the top of the beam and the lower
pairs 10 in. below the top, at the plane of the reinforcement.
On the one yoke the center of the upper roller and dial was
placed 5 1/2 in. above the upper contact point and the lower
ones 5 1/4 in. below the lower contact point, thus, making the
distance, center to center of dials, 20 1/4 in. The rollers v/ere
0.5 in. in circiimference and the dials were so graduated that
readings were obtained to 0.0001 in. The other yoke had a fixed
pin In the place of the roller and dial. On thi» pin rested a
notched end of a l/4-in. round, hollow, brass rod. The other
end of the rod, which was a flat piece of steel abouit 1/2 in.
wide, rested upon the roller. The rods, remaining a constant,
length during the test, recorded by means of the movement of the
roller and pointer any change of the length between the yokes.
The arrangement of the beam and apparatus is shown in
Figure 4.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
OBSERVED DATA.
"
In this part a short description of each "beam and its
action during the test is given. A sketch of each beam shows
where and at what load each crack appears and also the, ciajiner
of failure. Unless otherwise noted all cracks shown are those
thatappeared upon one side of the beam.
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By v^ei^ht I-2.G6'^.25
/J^€ 33 ^:^C^ys
Mi^^x/rmunn / / ISOO pou ncfs
.
Me-thod af ~F ^ i Iure . . . . . 7'en^ion.

0^0'
ol §1
"01
o
o
i
B^arn No. 33^.2
MixTure 8\f VG/ume / ~ 2.
By \^ eight /- '4:2
6
/l^e
.
.
.
. , 30 cyfciy^
>^as Tar-zo^a:^ on until O ornp r- e ^'^f o/i
:
/-3'
^< >1
Be<^ rVo. 3 3^. 3
A//^ t^r~& By yoforne / - 2 - ^
/3y y^e/0hr / - 2.^6-^J6
/^^e..2& c^c^ys.
/'Method Gf f c^/'lor-e
. . . , .
y^njJon.

Z9,
Beam No. 33S./
Mf^tor-e, volume I ~ 2 ~^
j3y i/vej^hr /-Z,5C=-^.ll
/7^e G2 c:^ci\fs.
£^ X. inn a ton / o^^c^ / / S OO pounds.
Method of i^^^/lor-e ~^^n3/<Dn
.
Mty<.-t-c>r'e By Yolonoe. / *" 2 ~ ^
3y vY^/yhr —f./6
/7^e 6 3 ^^jr^-.
a X. i rt) u no l£>cid II BOO poonof^.
Method of fc^ilure Tens/on.
^joe.^cl used ^:^f-t-&r m a In-, u n-)
(^s parsed
,

30.
Beam No - 331.2
Mix.-toi^^ 3y vo/ome / ~ Z -^
y\/e/^hi' /~^.GO-^.2<5
/i^<3 SS cp/c^ys,
c:* Irin u nn / ocfcpi /2 000 pGunds.
Met-hod G-f -failure. Tension -

3/.
... By vo/ume /~ 2
3y yve/phr / - 2.3^^-3.9
3
3S3 ^£^y^,
M^;</rr>u^ /G<^Ci/ /2 30C> joot^n^^s
.
/"^eThocp/ of i^^^ilur^e Tens/on .
y^-F-ter- >^ /'m rrj y^t^fj /oa^sed ^ 'f^^T .speed
\<vas £/se<^ ly/^rU cam/ore ss/on be^^n on -to/o.
i i <r
0,
Mix.i-ur-e. By vc/ume / ~ 2 ~ ^
Qy vv^e/^hr /- 2.ZZ - 3.9
2
/V^^^ //79 t//r7 /c^d / / 300 /OGc^n^^
.
P^eThod o-f failure Tens/on.
V
yU( >l
'
—
^ ^
A//K/-6^A--e By Vo /uno e / - ^ - <5
3y weight I - SJ^- 6.S9
/I^ e /-^ <^^y^.
r< >
; /-o"
\
<
5S
<
^
\;
A-
o
1
;
r
1
1
1
;
1 /
^ >J
Ml^ tur^e By vo/um e / - - <5
By VYe/'^hr / -^.06-^.20
c^^y^^.

33.
s
>r
1
1 o
1 \
1
!
"4
:
•< ^
3eann No. 3S2.2
Mi>^Tur-& By vG/ume / ~^~c5
yye/^hr / - SJ5-<5.ZO
3 earn A/o. J (o /. /
3y we/^hr /- S-^Cd'^-^^
^ <^ S i^^y^
A7eThocpf o-F c:> i/u r-e JDj^^oo^/
e.n io r-)
^
v5dy^<s/«/7 -6/—^^A: .

3^.
By vaJurne. /~S~/0
By we/'^/i-t / - (h.OS~9-^(o
/^^e <hY
A7eTh o d c>^ //u r-e^ J^4^^J^<sna/ -ten^j'on.
Beorrj No. 3 ^Z.Z
M^'^^'tui^S 3y yo/urr?^ / S'^O
/J^e <5 <^ ^
.
MeTho^l of :f^^l/ur'e £) yci^a>na / ite n3Jon>

EXPEKHCENTAL DATA:
OKIGIITAL READINGS AND CTJEVES : This part contains the
original readings together with the results of calculations
for unit deformation in the upper filier and the steel, and also
the position of the neutral axis. The applied load is the 'total
load on the beam exclusive of the weight of the heam and the
loading and measuring apparatus. The deflection is the deflec-
tion in inches of tlie center of the iDeam. The extensometer
readings are the original readings in inches. Numhers 1 and 3
are at the top and mimhers 2 and 4 are at the "bottom. The nnit-
deformation and the position of the neutral axis are computed
as explained in Part III,
The curves drawn for each heam explain themselves.

BEAM No. 3^h2 M (xrur^^,../ - /-2 /^ge../4- Day^
Xi r\ 1 1 orippi IkCa
Load
Lb.
tion
In.
Ex. tensomerer f^ead'mq^
Jn.
Unit Deformation
"Upper Fibert
JL 3 2
lOOO . 0022 .002G .OOZ7 .002S . l^* C/ C/
o
/O /O ^ T -4-
.4-54
2000 0. oa .OOS9 .00<ol .OOG(o • CJ f-J \J / o /»N D .472
3000 0. d>4 .00<d9 .OlOS .01 07 .Ol 1 2 . C>'C ' ^ o • C' CO" .4<SO
^OOC 0.O7 .01 G3 .011 z . OI6Z .DDL/ 1 ^ ^ .000/ jc.ti^ .47/
SOOO .OZS9 .OZC»7 .0307
• 03 .-4JO
GOOO .03SO .4/2
looo O.Z5 .OJ37 .os^z LJ (_-/ JO .-f^4
sooo OZG .0S09 OS3^ .OC>^S .OOOS93 .OOOS(oO .404-
9000 .OS92 .07SZ .O7(ol .000700 .000 99
J
.4-^6
loooo O.Z9 OG&Z .07/7 .osss .067I .000793 .001 1^0 .^07
/ / ooo .07S3 .OS/2 .09C>9 .000900 .00/290 '^09
//3ao 0.^6 Ey^ll-U/^S: 7~E/W^/OAV.
BE/^M No. 3^2. f /^JXTu^£:.../-/-2 /={6e...59 P^^y^
Applied
Lb.
Deflec-
Tlon
In.
Exten^sorneter Readings
In.
Unit Defomj tion Neutral
Axis
Upper Fiber \2reel/ 3
1000 0.02 .002^ .0031 .00 17 .005 .0000^1 .0000/2 .772
ZOOO 0.03 .0051 .004-7 .003& .00^0 .OOOOG3 .000037 .C>28
3^00 0.05 •0O9^ .0069 .0073 .0079 .000/2^ .0OO062 .C>02
^000 0.07 .0115 .0109 .0092 .0100 .OOOIS
1
.0001 OS .S90
SOOO 0.06 .01^^ .0139 .0123 .013 1 .000/69 .000 14-3 .570
0.10 .0/6^ .0/77 OIC?^ .0/(^9 .000237 .00019 1 .554-
7000 0.1^ .02^7 .02^2 .02^9 .025^ .000350 .000352 .4-96
&000 0.21 .03S9 .03G^ .0^32 .0^3^ .000^20 .00OSSS .^20
3 000 0-2(o .0^29 .^446 .0S50 .05SC .000^95 .000732 . 39S
/oooo 0. 3/ .0503 .05/3 .OG^2 .0<^55 .000 5(h0 .0006GS .390
1/000 0.3 1 .0577 .0 7^5 .07^3 .OOOG2 1 .001022 .376
fZOOO 0.^1 .OG^I .OG57 .0&39 .06(0/ .000700 .001 1 SO .376
12zoo 0. '^9
.
. .
Teim^/ojw.
/ 1 c>oo .0927 .09S9 ./509 .I53S .OOOS^5 .002200 .2SO

Be:AM No. 33 1.3 MiKTURE 1-2-^ /^eE: ^ ^/?VvS.
/-\ppiieci
Load
Lb.
LJCT If^Kr
tion
In.
In.
Unii- DeformaTion I^CUi r £41
Akis
Upper Fiber/ C
Soo 0.02 .003C> .oozo \ooi r>r^n^ i .603
/ OOO o.os XXI .oi 1 7 .OOG7 .6}0(^9 ODD I^Q .765
/SCO 0.10 oXh 1 .023S .OI SO .om s .OOO 302 .OOO 1OS .7^2
2 OOO OJG .oS^G .0^12 .02^9 ,02^ 1 .OOOG2I .OOOI9S .76/
2SOO 0.18 .07 16 .O^oC. J^o .00I09S .oooza& .792
2SOO I.l2.l\ .117^ .0(^ 12 [OG 1 .OOI332 .000 2JS .630
Z 900 F'y^lL.UKE.
Bb/im No. 3311 nixTuFZE.... 1-2'^ Age....7 O^Y^
Applied
Load
Lb.
De-fleo
tfon
In.
^Ktenzorne-ter- Re<^clin^s
In.
Unii- Deform a-tion Neutral
Axis
"k"Upp er Fiber ^Teel1 3 2
1000 O.OZ .OO^G .OO^J .00-^7 .OOOOZ7 .00003 1 .^90
zooo 0.07 .01 ZZ OJ 37 .or22 .012s .000 IG& .000 1^9 .S2S
3000 0. 12 .023 1 .02-^1 .02 3<3 .02^S .OOO307 .000264 .520
-^000 0. 19 .0 3SI .0^21 .0139 .037 1 .000 SOJ .000^0(0 .SS5
jrooo 0.27 .oso^ OS^I .0^70 .0S20 .000 G&O .000 S7S .S^l
Gooo 0.3S .0130 .077^ .OGZ3 .0701 .001 002 .00079S .SGI
7000 O.S3 .107^ .112 2 .0939 .00 / SO
2
.000 9 SO .GZO
7700 0. 73 .1 SGJ .IC>37 .1073 .1237 .002300 .001 I06 .G7S
7 7so FyHJ-URs: D i/^GoM^^jL ~F£:M.s/e>N '

3a.
Z^. //?.
/n
l//7//Z?(S'/or/^a//c>/7
/ J 4 /r
/soo
2000
^/^^
S600
0-C3
0^09
0. //
O^U
0./7
O.ZO
0.24
0.3/
0.33
(:>.36
O.S/
00 73
O/^S
OZOS
OJ/7
037^^
O^JS
0663
OS6Z
09.97
J/77
.00S3
007^
//6
0/68
0ZZ3
.0Z7S
'O344
'0 4//
.0
,0 ss^
O 6^^
OSS
J
^0 74S
^0S43
.0^S3
.//^^
.7Z^S
M4T
.cods'
,0097
0/SZ
Oza9
0262
.0322
.03S6
04^43
.0 SO9
^0S7/
OS^O
063O
.07/)d
0777
.0 8S7
0S9O
.004S
.0068
.0/06
.0/68
.02/9
.027s
0340
04^7
.0 4S8
.0S36
.0 607
.060S
.06Sj9
•0 732
•082/
.0S2/
.
/<D^9
.0000 6
S
.000/02
000/48
.000200
.000 2^3
. 000J4S
.000 422
.000SOS
'.t^oosss
000 680
.0)00S20
.
OMSSO
. 000930
. 00/0OS-
.00/2/2
.00/4S^
.00/SO(^
00004a
000 73
.000//4
,000/84
.
ooozss
.00032S
,O0038S
.000470
.000 3-32
.000 62/)
,080 642
,000660
000 732
,80080/^
.800888
.000978
00 /046
.37^
.SS2
.SSS
.332
.3/
4
.S/3
\S/2
6/2
,827)
.S/^
.sso
.sso
.SS6
367
.S7<7
.S'^rS
.6J4
/S'SyiT^ A/o. 33J.2
//pp//t Oef/e'ec-
7^.
S'x 7^/7^0/97^/er /P^^!r^7//7^j
/^.
6//7//7?g7o/^/77^7/o^
//^pe/^/y'3e/- ^7^<f7
/Vez^/r^/
7/A/^
/OOO
^000
30?00
4/7:/80
S~080
6080
7880
888
O
9000
90^8
0.04
\O.OS'
0.08>
0./3
0./4
0.23
8.32
0.43
/).63
0033~
0076
.OJ84
.027^
,0^a8
,OS46
.87^9
.0^73
./4S3
0039
.0087
0/68
03/0
.04s/
./)622
.OS02
./oos\
./47/
.00064/7
,000093/
.000/^^0
.
000334^0
, 000490/)
.8006320
.000S776
.00/2//8
0077900
7~^/Y^/o/v
.8000496
.000//OS
.0002230
000393O
O00S7OO
OO0SO4O
00/0//0
O0723/O
00/7800
.4S(^
4S7
472
.460
.46Z
.440
.464
.496
.S7)0

3 0.
/.A
f-/<p/7.
/7.
/n.
/OOO
o.os
O./J
aso
.006Z
.0/4S
.06sy
./oyy
.0000 yd
.000//9
. OOOZ6S
.ooojy/
,ooosss
.00/J7^
.7^00082
. 00 0^04
.4S7
.462
.4<97
.S2S'
.S2d
^^Ai74A/a JJ4./ /-2'-4 ^^^^S/^-^-ixy
/OOO
2000
3000
7(^^0
8000
9000
//SCO
0.^0
6 S7
0793
0000/0
.00/)067
.000/2/
.0^02/S
.
00030S
.000407
.
000490
.o/)os^s-
.000690
,
OOOSOS
.
OOOBSS
'.00002s
.000//s
.000/92
.00029^
.
000^36
.
ooosss
.
00072S
.OOOS7S
.00/024
.00//46
00/27s
TTt/z.zy/fzr . . y^/Vj5/cPA/
.30^
>J67
.383
.^22
.4/3
.
409
.403
.40s
.403
.4/3
.4/3
4-/6

//pp//e/f/ V?ef/ec-
16. //7.
//?.
/OOO
^OOO
3 OOO
^OOO
^OOO
6000
yooo
Sooo
9000
/OOOO
//OOO
//JOO
/oroo
9OOO
/o/oo
0>0B
0.09
0./J
a/s
0,^6
OJ9
0.4/
0.44
0.60
0.60
0.66
AOJ
ASS
.
0OO06O
.000/47
, 000^20
,000294
. OOOJS&
. OOO492
. O0OS9^
.00069S
. OOOS20
. OOOS2S
. OO/OJS
00//JO
00/^6S
0000/3
OO0028
,
OOOOJ4
.
000/22
, OOO24/
. OOOJSo
. OOOS^S
0006SO
OOOSOO
00092S
tP0/O62
00//J2
002 7^0
,626
.SS2
.802
.707
.6/3
.31^4
,3'JO
S'/2
.SOS
,SOO
.493
.4P9
,4(46
j^£:y4/^ TVo. JJ4.J
77pp//^i^
/A
//o/7
£)(fe/?jo/?7<f/^r /p<^a^4//7^J5
//?.
///7///P^/<:J/"/77/?//o/7
/ 3 2 ^/?/(^f~/v'jh^*^ J'/^^7
/OOO
2000
JOOO
400(D
SOOO
6 000
7000
SOOO
S400
9000
9SOO
eooo
O.02
O.OS]
0.08
0./2
0./9
0.26
0.34
0.4S
0,46
0,S4
0.74
/. 06
.0039
,OOSJ
.0/<^4
//249
.03SO
.os-/^
,OS7S
,OS6S
,/O/J
.00J6
.0/46
.0/^7
,02J9
.OSS2
.OSS
9
.066S
.OSSSr
4^97
/\^y9A^//y7^yyir
2909 .2S49
.OOJ/
.007<^
^^/4s^
,(^^J2
.03 7S
0S09
os^/
40/
7
.2S<S4
.003/
.0077
.0/47
02J2
.OJ7S
OS23
.OS6
9
OS4S
.OOOOS~/
.000/2 7
.OOO22/
.00032S-
.0004^3
(OOO 6SS
OOOS6S
00//00
/^0/JS2
/^/
200s 00JS20
000034
.
0000^2
,
oo/:)/^j
.0002^9
.000449
.
000620
,/)0)OI7(^/
, 000)9S7
.
00/2/0
.002P/0
.S02
j^O/
.S7S
S47
.S/<^
.s/s
S30
S2<^
.S~2<4
.S63
I
Be/^m No. 331.2 Mixture .... 1-2-4 Age .SS D^^s.
Lb.
Defied:
f/on
In.
In.
Unii- De-forma T/'on Neutral
Upper F'iber <5reel1 2
/OOO o.o/ .003 1 .OOZ9 .0 02M- .0000^1 .oooozs
2OO0 o.o^ .OOSS .OOGS .00 sz .OOS7 .ooooe>z .OOOOG 1 .573
dOOO O.OG .0/ t s .0 1 1 5~ .0102 .0100 .000 / .DOOl 1
3
.57G
^OOO 0.0 s .0179 .01 SO .017s .0/(o7 .000 Z32 .OOOZOZ .53^
O.IZ .OZS9 .0Z&2 .02,71 .OZGS .0003ZS ,0003Z<9
<9ooo o. /s .03S^ .033S .0377 .000^30 .0OO'^93 .^(^^
7000 O.Z 3 .0^31 .0^98 .O^S2 .000522 .OOOGZ2.
S OOO .OS 1
9
.OS^O .Oh// .OS<39 .OOOGZZ .OOO7S0
^ooo O.^Z .OGOZ ,6^33 .07 1
1
.O^S^ .0007ZS ,000900 .^SO
f OOOD O. 33 . C-' to -^0 . / J .OS / a .07SS .000350 .OOI050 .^50
11 OOO .0793 .0^33 .093 1 .000 ^G5 .001 (90 .^50
12OOO O.SO .09 10 .09SS .1/3-^ .1076. .00 1 0<oO .001^70
1 / 500 O.G/ .1! 59 .1193 .ISJS .15 IS .00/ Z<oO .oozoso .376
7~£./s/.S f 0/^
.
3^^M No. 335. / Mj^to/^je 1-2-4 /Isa G2 Day^
/Ipp/led
Lb.
Deflec-
tion
In.
£'x.Te.n^orneter ffeadin^.s
In
Unit Detonmarion Neutral
A/. IS
hUpperFlber ^teel1 3 2
fOOO 0.0 1 .0039 .00JS .00 3Q .003S .0000SO .00003Q .53^
2,000 c. 03 oosz .007C> .00 75 .0079 . 000 1 i .000 09
Z
.5Z5
3000 o.oc .0/2S .OIZ2 .01ZS .OIZ9 ,000 1 5*4 .000 f5^ .50^\
^000 0.09 .0/73 .0170 .0131 .Of 3^ .000 Z l5 .000ZZ 5 .^39
5000 0.1
1
.023^ .OZZ4 .OZ^Z .oz^7 .000 Z SO .00030-^ .^79
Gooo 0.15 .0303 .0Z9O .03Z& .0332 .00035s .00041^
7000 0.2^1 .033(0 .037Z . 0-^35' .0^3 G .000^^3 .OOOS75
SOOO O.Z5 .0^(0/ .04-^Q .053^ .05-35- .000SZ5 .ooojod .^2Z^
9000 0.3 1 .os^z .0537 .OG-^O .OG^O .OOOGOZ .0003S2 .^ZO^
10000 0.3<^ .OG3I .OGf^ .07^6 .07^9
. 000700 .00/002
1 1 000 0.^1 .0707 .OGS& .03^3 .000 735 .001 1 50 .^//"
It soo
II 000 0. GO loaa J 032 .15-^3 .1 5^1 . 00 1 03Z .00 fGO .334

4 2..
3£./fM No. 33S.^ Miy^Tu/^E y^GE G9 D^Y^.
Lb.
Deflec-
tion
In.
/n.
Uni-f- De-forrryai-ion /Neutral
"A
"
Upper Fiber- ^teel1 3 z
/OOO o.oz . oozy . OOZ9 OOZZ .oozi .00002> 9 .0000 z,z .6,3Z
2.000 .OOG9 .ooj 1 00^2 .005'<^ .aooos9
3000 O-OJ .0119 .0 1 ZD ,0/00 .Of07 .000
1
62 .0001 13 .S90
^OOO 009 .0111 .017s .01 C>3 ,OlG5 000 2. 30 . 000 13
1
.347
SOOO O.fS .OZG(=> .OZ/^4- .000 3Z.5 . SOO
Gooo 0.20 .O^SI .OZ 3 / .037 f . 000-^5J .^76
looo O.Z5- .04-OS .0^73 .O^/^O . ooosoz .(DOOGOO .4GZ
SOOO 0. SO .OSZ 3 .04-S2 .OS77 .000 S9(5 .000 73d
3oOO 0.3G .0&/Z .0&74' .OG4-Q .000 .ooosoz
/oooo 0.4-1 .0705 .0775 .000 79S .000 9SO
//OOO .osos .07Z2. .08G9 .C63C .000930 .oonjo
//zoo . T^AV^S / OAs/ .
/0<500 JOZ 3 ./4-ZO .1^37 .00/4-Z5' .OOZ fzo .^oz
/9^>7Ar No. 322.5 Mi>^tufi£: ... 1-2-^. z^&e: 3S3 D^^^.
/ipplied
Lb.
Deflec-
t/ort
/n.
/n.
i/ni-t De "^ormai-f-ion Neutral
Upper Fii>er ^t&el/ 3 2
/OOO COS .oo'^i .004-Z .ooso .00 5' . 00004-G .OOOOGG .4-/2
ZOOO o.os .009S .0097 .Of 19 .01 Z 1 . 000 1 1
1
.000/ Go .4-/0
3000 0./ 3 .0/5-5 .0/SO .0/83 .0/94- .00017 .000z so
^000 0. /9 .ozoe .OZOS .OZS2
.
02.70 .0002.33 .000Z^l .4-00
^000 0. zz .OZGG .OZ6^ .03Z/ .0 34-8 .000 Z9
3
.0004-4-5 .397
^000 O.ZG .03Z3 .03Z2 .C3<5& .0^2 S .000 3 S8 .OOOS4-f • 3 9S
7000 0. 3 3 .037G .0375 .04-5-4- 0498 .OOO-^/S .000<^3S .394
6 000 O- 3G .0^3Z . 0^3 .05-/9 .OS71 .0004-7s .0OO73I .3 94
9ooo 03 8 .04-6^ .04-S7 .OSSG .OG4-G .000 S4-0 .000 SZl .3*37
/ozoo .05-77 .OG9Z .07^S .OOOG4-9 .000 970 .4-01
/ 1 000 0. 4-4 ,OG>4-4 .OG^S .0776 .08S8 ,000709 . 00/094 . 393
/ZOOO a -46 .oyol .0702 .064-& .0940 .0001 C>d .00 /ZO3 .zeo
IZ300 F~/j /L-UfTE. .... . Tk/V3 /
1 0000 0. SS .06 5"3 .064-0 .13 12 J39C> .0001 5^ .00/97Z .ZSI

-43,
JLt.
Def/ec-
t'lon
In.
f^x ten^o rn e ter /^ectcJin^.s
/n.
Unit Deformation /Neutral
Upper Fiber ^T&el/ ? p
/OOO O.oz .OO^ 1 . 00 3<S . 003 (:> . 002s .0000^3 .oooo^Q
CLOOO o.os .oo 73 .OO OO .0/07 ,0107 .0000 SS .000 /-^s
3000 o. /o .O/^ .Ol 75- ,02^ OQ .OZ09 .000 / 73 ,OOOZS 1 .377
0.f6 .0Z09 .OZS3 .0309 .03/^ . C/(_^ CJ-^f-^^ / .i63
SOOO o.zo .OZ93 .03 .0^07 .3 74-
GOOO .0367 .0^05 .osos .OS/6 000^4- /
2
« \^ X—^ / ' *M 000^96. .3 7^
JOOO 03/ .04Z9 .OGIS .000^90 '00OS 2.7 • 37£
6ooa 0.3C> .0SO9 .os^sr 07/3 .ooosCjS .373
9000 OSes .OGZ9 .07(32 .OSos .oooG^S .00/080 . 37 y
loooo .0703 .OS77 .0 90^ .00072S .00/208 . 3 7 J"
1 1 OOO O. 5 I .072G .0 763 .0979 ./009 .000 Sos .00/5 jr2
1 1 300 F/^ii-u
R
e: . . . . 7~/e:/v3 I (DM.
1 1 OOO c. ss .o&<^7 .0935 ./2S9 ./330 .000 666 .3^5"
/0^50 O.G6
/ oooo J. f 1
Belam No. 3 51.2 Mi>c^ t urel ... I'4-S Ag£... D^y^.
/\ppliQ.cl
Load
Lb.
Defkc-
Tion
In.
Extensometer l^eact/inps
/n.
Unit Deforrrjotion Neutral
1 3 2
JOOO
Z.OOO
3000
33^0
0.05
0. J 1
0.2./
A/
.0 / 92
.0 ooG
ra'i/ec^ To
/(ese-f-
.0/7/
'AT .
.ooas
.0/66
.032S
Fi^/j-t,
.C06Z
.0/7G
.03/
G
m£.
.ooo/os
.0002^^
.000^92
D/^e,ot>f^i.
. 000/03
. 000ZO&
.OOOZSG
F£/\lSi or
.s:>9
.se>o
V

No. 352. 1 MixTu,f£:. ./-^-S /Jge... 6£'i9/7r^.
Load
Lb
De-flec-
Tion
In.
In.
Unii' jDcFotmna-tion Neutral
^> "Upper Fiber-1 3 2
/OOO o.oz . 00^^ .OO^J .OOOOGZ .oooos-^ .S33
ZOOO O.OS .0/00 .0/03 .0095 .000 /Z9 .0001 IS .SZZ
3000 0.09 .0173 .OJ6G .01 72 .OOOZOCc .OOOZ^3
^ooo 0. 1^ .OZ57 0Z&5 .OZCS .000294- .4-57
^Soo 0-I7 .OZ 72 .0309 .0338 .03Z0 .^46
Soao 0'/9 .0300 .03^7 .O37(o .O3G0 . 0003S^ .000^1
1
.4-4<5
0.22 .0357 .0395 .0^09 .0O04-3I . OOOS3(^ .4-4-C:>
Gooo 0. 2^S .031^ .0^79 .O^GG .OOO^S'o .OOOGol .44S
,0^1 3 .OS'ZS .05"; S .000^35 .000 G93 .44r
0.3 / .OS so O6-77 .000 562 oaojso .^41
0. 3S . 000 C S'O .000^00 .4-Sei
<5ooo .OGl 3 .oooyzs .OOOSS2 .4ra
.0609 .oizz .013Z .0739 .000 92.9 .-f62
9ooo .0-790 .01S9 .0799 .(DOOSSO . 00 f OZO .4G7
9/00
. /y^Goryy^L 7~£:/^SJ Or^.
Deflec-
t/on
/n.
£I^te.nsonn€ter f^eacfin^s
In.
L/nif De fof-rnaf/on Htofrnl
/Jxis
kUpperFiber/ 3 2
/OOO OOZ \oo39 . OoS4 .OoS'S .oooo^S . OOOOG7
2.000 0-OC \l4-9 .0/33 .0/S2 .hil3fL . oaoisj ,000194 .441
3000 O.f (
.O^f-3 1 .OZTI .(yzfz .OOO^GI . 0003ZZ .4^a
4-000 0.17 .034 Z .0^ 1
Q
.03^9 .03\5 1 .0003GS .0004SO .4-34
5000 O.ZZ .q4-\o .04ZZ .04SS .0/4^4 .000^9^ .OOOGZ3 .4-^0
GOOO O.Z9 .05-45 054^ ,00DG4S .000-7SC> .4SZ
7000 0.38 lo73j\ .OG&7 .0 75'0 I.OGSQy .0009^ .4G6
7^00 . . . JD/y^a ^ lOH
.

Lb.
D^f/ec-
f/0/7
/^7.
/^?.
Ur?// /^0^/^c7//^// /Vts/yf^ai
/?x/5
"A"/ J 2 4
/OOO
2000
3000
4000
4J00
O.OS
O./O
0.20
0.34
.0077
.0/9S
,036 7
,06S4
• 0/9^
.037^
^92
7
.
onj6^
^/7S
J>^S
P3/3^
.0026
.02//
.0362
OS 74
/I/O /O/O Q
. UUUU
, 000243
.aoo46S
.
OOOS76
, OUu/C/O
. 000262
. 000432
,000642
.4S7
.4S/
.S20
.S73
r
TVo. 36/7 Af/xr-iy/p^: /~S-/0 /7or 667:?-^Ks
7/pp//e^
Loaaf
Lb.
Def/er
/-/0/7
//7.
^C>/^/77^77a/r /Vetz/ra/
/ 3 2 4 ///o^/^r/y/x't x^/<5=Vf
/
/OOO
2000
3000
4000
SO00
6000
6SOO
67^00
a 03
0.09
a/S
0.2/
0.29
o,36
0,40
/^^.
.0077
.0/77
.02SS
.0403-
.OSJ4
.06SS
.0723
.0030
.0/S9
,03/
.04S9
.OS74
.07//
.07S4
r
.0049
.0/4/
.02S0
.0362
.04S0
.OS94
.06S2
.OOSS
.0/49
.02S-9
.036
,oso/
.0S~9S
.06S6
.
.
',000//4
. 0002S3
. 0004^9
. 000S70
.
000/^0
.000920
.00/060
. 000046
. OOO/SO
.
000269
.
000422
.
OOOSS8
. 00066/
. 0009SQ
• 7/3
.S30
.603
.S72
.S7S
SS2
SSS
S'/^A/^ /Vo.362./ 7y7/xy-zy/F^ 7~S-/0 67 77/Frjr
//p/D/&a^
L£?^7a^
Lb.
Def/ec-
//7.
/n.
L//7/77)s7o/y77a//oz7 A/e/y//v/
/ J 2 4 6/^^er/v'/?ef
/OOO
2000
3 000
4000
SO00
6000
6SOO
6700
0.02
0.06
0.//
0./6
02/
028
0.32
\p04^
\/oh
-0/94
028S
0397
lo44S\
x//y7uA
.OOJS
.0/09
•02OS
•03/S
.04/0
.0S20
.0S77
.OOJS
.o/os
'.0209
'0326
.0420
'0S2S
^OS-74
.004/
.070V
.020/
.03/6
04/'/
•0S27
•0SS2
.0000SO
.000/40
.O0026S
.00039S
.ooos/s
.0006S4
.000 Y30
/^y/9cro/v>i^j.
, 000046
, 000/26
. 00024S
.000392
. 000S'O9
, 000639
.000 696
.S24
.S26
.S20
.S02
.SO3
.SO6
'.S/2

30
40
So
60
I
<2>
I
\/2000
// ooo
Saoo mi
/1/='/^z./£-D Z o/jo L3.
7000
4000
2oao
I
SI
6o(?o
5000
A/a 34/.2
/^/xT/y/r^ . • /-/-2
Ao£: /4 D^rjs
M/r\. L OAD. . //320 LS.
/ooo
<0
DS/^'LiZCT/OA/

.40 8
.SO
.60
.70
.60
/2O00
//ooo
/oooo
9000
6000 s
I
«0
i I
/IJ=>f/-/£D l.o/rD LB.
I
3^/7M A/o. 342.
J
Ai/xT^jp£: ..../- /-Z
/?0£: .... S9 jO^yj
/Vz/jf. Lo/7^ /2200 L B.
/^/f/L iy/?£: T'^/VJ/OA/
<5J
0\ 5 ^
//V.
Si

.60
^6.
I
.70
/
/oo
o
o
.SO^^^ o Jo
PO
o
^ o ^ <i
^ ^ ^ s ^
^ ^
^ ^4 >^ \0 jnzz^qz
/^/^j^/. Z. o/f£? ^B.
3f
6000 ^
Bje/=^a7 No. ^J'/J
M/XTO/r'£ .... /-^-^
AT/^^. Lo/ro 2900LB.
7^/f/Ll//x'£: . ..D//700/y/7^TtrNJ/ON
/?£'//v/^o/Pc£:Ar£:A/7~.
.
.
.
.^S%
Unit D^/^of?M/rr/o/^
/p^/=z^ir T/oyv. .... .//V.

^9.
.40
.60
70
<5i
I I
I
i
9000
Nl
Sooo
6000
Sooo
4<2ao
3000
£oao
/Ooo .
\
I
"5i
jD£:/^L£:c t/o/v. . //V.
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:40
o o o o o
70
so.
O. OF 1. S. S. FOAM 3

J~/.
30
4a
\
? o o
^ o o
60
70.
/
/7/='/^/-/^^ I. Oy^£> LS.
U. OF t. S. S. FORM 3

Jo
I
U. OF 1. S. S. roRM 3

.So
.60^-.
.70
.SO
^1
O
<3\
/oooo
Sj^/^a/ A/o. 33^.3
y^/7x. /.o/jD 9S00
^^//V/^OA^^/^^/VT.98%
<3
0\
//V.
<5i
I
'5^
?3
U. OF 1. S. S. FORM 3

.so
.60
.70 ^
o
.SO
.90
I
I
L3.
y/ooo
yoooo
U. OF I. S. B. FORK* 3

3o
.60
76}
I
I I I
' 9000
7aaa ^
Nl
4/-
1
Jooo
/J
S^^/v/ A/O.JJ4./
/JO^ .... 33
/£>OC
5
»0 ^
1
U. OF I. S. S. FORM :
t
.60
.70
90oo
Sooo
^
_j.
I
I
^0 I I
o
/
i
Bs/JAT A/o. 33/.£
J~<5 /?y7y^
M^A. jLo/J^ /^OOO A^.
L-
N ^ ^
^ <s
//V.

^7^
Jo
.So \
.60
7o
/
§ § § § § § ' ^ § § I §
5 § ^ I 5 5 S § ^ I I ^
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.30
.40
7
I
<5
I I I I I
^3
^ \0

.3o
do ^
.so
,60
^0 <5\
/£OO0
//ooo
\
6000 ^
4oOo
3O0O
2000
/ooo
5!!
J)
C3
1^^
/fO£r
-
3S3D/^r3
M/fA. L o/fO /2300 jL0.
^^/A'/^0/FC£-/*f^/Y T.98 %\
5i*
> N 'vi
O^rz-^'CT/OA/. . . . //V.

.3o
.so ^ o
.60
V
^ oo ooooooo
,40 ^ / /
60.
Z O/fz? .... Z ^5".
U. OF I. 3. S. KOnw 3

.30
AO
.60 / f
r
yO rs
§ s ^ ^ s I I s §N ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ X
7aao
\
Si
3000
/Jo^ M z:^/7yj
/v^/Z Z/>B5"- /:>//^00/V/i/L~
Z?^/=z T-/
I
/A/.
U- OF t. S. S. FORM 3

3o
40
k
o © o o © o
/
O O o
I I I I I I
Nj
\
\
S^^M /Vo. JL^V
Af/A! T-i/yj'^ ... . /~4S
/?o£r 02 /:>/7rs
/=W/AZ//?^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
<o ^ ^

.3o
.so ;
.60
.70
N I I I
N \ ivi '^S.
« ^
//Y.
I

.30
.40
.SO
.60
.70
.60
X
/
^ I I I I § ^
7000
€ooo
5
/ooo
3£-^Af A/a
Af/^r/y/pjE .... /-S-/C>
^ 6<3
A7/f^. jLo^Z? (^SOO A^.
\

30
AO
:7o
.do
i
o
^ ^ ^ 'vi <^i <;i ^ ^
i I I I ^ § ^ ^ m
Sooo -

,30
.SO
.60
o
§ S K S
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EXPLANATION OP TABLES.
TABLE IX.
This table contains the mixture, age, maxirTum load,
stresses, and manner of failure of each beam. Under the head-
ing, "Load Considered", are the loads for which the stresses
in the steel andconcrete are considered. The stresses in the
steel and concrete are computed as explained in Part III.
TABLE X.
This tahle contains the position of the neutral axis
and the modulus of elasticity of each beam when \/^ and
when = 1/2. "k" used in this table, as elsewhere in this'
thesis, represents the ratio of the distance between t?ie com-
pression face and the neutral axis, to the distance betv/een the
compression face and the center of the reinforcing steel. "g"
is ratio of deformation existing in the most remote fiber to the
ultimate or crushing deformation.

TjPiBLE No. JOK
-5tRE^<5E<3 //V
Concrete: And k3t£el.
/YCC/ Ca/culareol3tress es
Beam Mixture /Jpp/iec/ Loiiiaf tral In^Teel. Lb.Per^.ln. Srreis In Tlet/iocH
No.
Volume
Dayjy Load
Lb.
Consideret^
Lb «« // Moment'
rrorn
Oe -fo
Itnai'ion
Concrete Of
ra/ /ure
34/. 2. 14- 1 I3ZO 1 1000 .40"^ 39200 3S700 /6>&0
342./ 1-1-2 IZZOO /ZOOO .373 ^2300 34-5'00 /790 7en3ion
33 /. 3 4 Z600 .630 /ZOOO 1 1 300 2/ Diagona/ Tension
33/./ /-Z-4- 7 1150 1000 .GZO Z730O 3 3 ZOO 7SO //
332.1 /-Z-4 7 6C>0O 6500 .634- 33^00 3 1 200 ISO '/
335.2 /-Z-4 15 do^o 6000 .43^ 33300 3 6900 II 70 Ten.s/on
33 3. / /-Z-4 /I 7500 7000 .5ZO ZQZOO 3&000 103 Diagonal Tension
3 34.3 /-Z-4 26 9SOO 9DOO .5'ZS 33 Soo 36300 /OSO 7'en^/on
334.2 /-2-4 30 n 300 / / 000 .493 ^0600 3/900 /290 It
3 34. / 1-2-4- 35 1 /Soo // 000 .4-/0 39300 3 7SOO /^6>0 II
33 /.Z 56 /ZOOO //OOO .4-SO ^ / t/t/ /S6 n
33S./ 1-2-4 C>Z 1 /aoo / /OOO .4-// 3*^200 34-500 /690 II
335:2 hZ-4 69 //zoo //OOO 4-0000 3 5'/00 /S4-0 >l
322. S f-Z-4- 3<5 3 /Z300 /ZOOO .390 4-2 soo 3G /oo 1770 II
J2.Z.C 1-2-4- 363 // 300 / /OOO .174- 3&700 4-0600 16 70 tt
3S/.2 /-4-a /4- 334-0 3000 .S60 / /4-00 /O700 370 Qia^analTension
3S^.f /-4-S 9/ 00 9000 .4-G7 3 2 soo 3 06>00 /Z^O II
3SZ.Z /-4-S 74-00 7000 .466 ZS^OO Z6300 J04-0 n
36>Z.2 l-S-IO ^& 4-300 ^000 .S7S / S300 /93 00 S3 II
3(^/-/ I-5-/0 <^<^ C>&oo ^6'C>0 .S9& ZQ300 Z 94-00 620 II
/-5-IO 67 6 5'00 .SJZ Z^ZOO ZO^OO 730 II

Table No. :K1
^^^^ j-y^
/Vo.
Ml X f'ljr"^
By
Days
3 = ^ 3 = -i
K
3^ /. 2 / -I -2 .^04- 2 OOO 2 SGOOOO Z4SOOOO
J-f£. / /-/-2 .39C> 2 4-71 OOO 3 93 2 7SOOOO 2 GOO OOO
33 1. 3 . 7-45 2 94000 . 7<5 S Z4G OOO Z 70000
321. 1
332.
1
/-2-4- 7
7
.S'-40
. S/ 3
/ 0/3000
1 1 4-2000
. s/o 1 3 30000
9 9SOO0 1 1 zoooo
3 3 3.2
333.1
1-2-4
f-2-^
/5
/7
.^62 1 G2 5OOO
14-4-GOOO
. SOO
.sao
/4 1 3000
12 SSOOO l^zsooo
334:3
3 3^.2
3 3^. f
1-2-4-
1-2-4-
i-2-4
ZS
3
33
. Si 5
.SS<^
.4-04-
II 1SOOO
S90000
Z34-2 OOO
. S2 O
.4-91
1 O
1 Z SSOOO
/4-34-OOQ
24 7SOOO 1 So o ooo
331.2
33S. 1
3 3S.2
1-2-4
1- 2-^
/- 2-4-
SS
62
^9
.^S9
.^30
.4-C> /
1 G4-0000
1 9 75000
1G30000
,4-SO
.-4- 1 O
.4-GO
1 6 6O0O0
24 S^ OOO
1 600 000 1 900 000
322.S
322.^
1-2-4
1-2-4-
333
d&3
4-02
. 3 73
23 7SOOO
2 6 9SO00
1 O
.37S
24 7SOOO
3 I30000 Z 700 000
3S/.Z /-4-& /4- .S<sa SO/ OOO SOI OOO
3S2.I
3S2.2
1-4- e>
l~4--&
62 .4-4-3
.4-40
/<5 /6 OOO
/ &S2 000
.4-C2 /7SZOOO
I7I2000 / 74-0000
3&2.Z
3<cf. 1
3GZ, 1
t~S-/o
I-S-/0
/-S-/0 77
. szs
. se>o
. soz
1 / O400O
6 O 3000
tZ 7SOOO
. S7S
. S90
90S0O0
<S 33000
1 oooooo

76.
oo/

i
U. OF t. S. S. FORM 3
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PART IV.
DISCUSSION Aim EXPERn/ffiTJTAL TJATA.
DISCUSSION:
The following is a short description of the action
of a few representative heams during the testing.
In "beam No. 342.1, a 59-.day, 1-1-2 mixture, the de-
formations of the fihers of the beam were nearly proportional
to the load up to a load of 6000 Ih. The load-deformati on mcut-
O/'ves show that at a load of 6000 Ih. the heain yielded considera^i-
(fjsly, hut that soon after passing this load the deformation once
more hecame proportional to the load applied. This last rate
of deformation, which was faster than before, continued until
the beam failed.
The first hair crack appeared a little to the left
of the center at a load of 7000 lb. Other cracks appeared at
loads of 8000, 9000 and 10000 lb. The failure occurred by ten-
sion in the steel near the center of the beam at a load of 11,
300 lb. One of the two failure cracks was the first hair crack
that appeared, while the other failure crack was the last one
that was noticed.
Beam No. 335.2, which is representative of the three
60-day 1-2-4 mixtures, acted much as beam No. 342.1, except that
the change in tlie rate of deformation was not so abrupt and
this change came at a smaller load, about 4000 lb. Also the
rate of deformation increased rapidly while the last 1000 lb.

7^.
was "being applied. Many hair cracks appeared in this beam, the
first ones appeared at a load of 6000 lb. About a dozen cracks
were noticed before the failure crack, which appeared at a load
of 11000 lb. The beam failed by tension, 5 in. inside of one
of the load points, at 11200 lb.
In beam No. 352,1, which was a n2-d.a,y 1-4-8 mixture,
there was also a slight break in the load-deformati on curve
at a load of 2500 lb. In the curves of all three beams mentioneci
the change in the rate of deformation both of the concrete and
the steel occurred at a unit deformation of about 0.0002. The
curve of beam InTo. 352.1 had more nearly the characteristics of
a parabola than those of two straight lines as occurred in the
first-mentioned curves.
The first hair crack appeared at a load of 7500 lb.,-
the second and last, which was the failure crack, occurred at
a load of 8500 lb. The beam failed slowl^r by diagonal tension
at 9100 lb.
In beam No. 361.1, which, was a 66-day 1-5-10 mixture,
the curve bends more than the ones for the 1-4-8 mixtures. No
resemblance of a yield was noticeable in this load-deformati on
curve. One hair crack appeared at 5000 lb. and another at 6000
lb. The beam failed suddenly by diagonal tension at a load of
6800 lb.
BeaLa No. 531.3, a 4-day 1-2-4 mixture, failed slowly
by diagonal tension at a load of 2900 lb. Its load-deformation
curve bends very rapidly, and, as would be expected, has no

7S.
point of sudden yielding as was noticed in the older beams of
the sarne mixture.
In beam No. 322.6, a 383-day 1-2-4 mixture, the load-
deformation curve bends considerably up to a load of 2000 or
3000 lb., at which point the deformation is about 0.00015, Af-
ter this the curve is nearl}^ a straight line until the beam
failed. The first. hair crack appeared at a load of 5000 lb.
The failure crack, ^.vhich was near the center of the beam, v;as
noticed at a load of 8000 lb. The beam failed by tension at
11300 lb.
The first appearance of hair cracks, which is the
first visible sign of failure of the concrete in tension, seems
to be influenced very little 'by the age or the qualit^r of the
concrete. Tliis is probably so, because, even though the leaner
and tyie 3rounger mixtures do break apart sooner, the cracks are
not visible to the naked eye until the steel elongates an ajnount
that is sufficient to allow the crack to widen enough to become
noticeable. This elongation of the steel in the different beams
does not vary very much, hence the cracks first began to appear
in all the beams at about the same load -between 5000 lb. and 7000
lb.
In some of the leaner and younger beams no hair cracks
appeared as the applied load did not reach 6000.1b. or 7000 lb
before failure. All of the 1-4-8 and 1-5-10 mixtures, as well
as the 4-, 7-, and one of the 14-day beajMs of the 1-2-4 mixtures
failed by diagonal tension.

7(^.
The results are such as one would expect-that is, the
richer and older mixtures failed hy tension in the steel, while
the lesmer and younser raixtwes failed hy diagonal tension in
the concrete. Proin these tests it appears that a 14-day 1-2-4
mixture is liahle to fail either hy tension or hy diagonal ten-
sion. A leaner or a youinger "beam than this v/ouild be more liable
to fail b^r diagonal tension, while a richer or a.n older one would
be more liable to fail by tension. —
Table Ho. X. gives the modulus of elasticity/ as cal-
culated for each beam, together with the age and mixture. The
resultsare more easily and better understood in graphical form
i
•
as shown on pages /'^ » "7/ , and 72, Curves on pages 7^, and 7/
show that in all mixtures the modulus of elasticitj?" increases
with the age of the beam, and that this increase is much slower
the older the beam becomes. They also show that the modulus of
elasticity increases faster with the richer mixtures during the
earlier ages. The curve on page 7E shows that for the age of
60-days the modulus of elasticity increases as the mixture grows
richer, but that the rate of increase gradually grows less as
the richer mixtures are reached.
The average values of the modulus of elasticity ob-
tained for different mixtures and ages are as follows:
For the 1-1-2- mixture the average value was about
2,600 ,000 lb. per sq. in., the 14-day one being 2,400,000 lb.
per sq. in. and the 59-day one being 2,700,000 lb, per sq. in.
Por the 1-2-4 mixtures, the average value for 30-day beams was
about 1,500,000 lb. per sq. in., for the 60-day ones about 1,900,

000 IT:), per sq. in., and for the year 'bearns about 2,700,000 lb,
per sq. in. The largest variation occurred with the three 30-
day beams, the value for one beam being 1,000,000 lb. per sq.
in. and for another being 2,400,000 lb. per sq. in. The largest
variation froni the 60-day average value was 300,000 lb. per sq.
in. The year beams values varied 200,000 lb. per sq, in. froa
the average. For the 1-4-8 mixtures the average value for both
60-day beams was 1,740,000 lb. per sq. in. The value for the
one 14-day beam was 800,000 lb. per sq. in. The average value
for the three 60-day 1-5-10 mixtures was 1,000,000 lb. per sq.
in., the largest variation being 200,000 lb. per sq, in.
As a whole, the values for the modulus of elasticity,
for besims of the same age and mixture, agreed very closely,
Tae above results correspond favorably with the re-
sults given in Bulletin No. 4 of the University of Illinois
Engineering Experiment Station, which states that a constant
moduliijs of elasticity of about 2,000,000 lb. per sq. in. is pro-
bably about the proper value for ordinary mixtures of concrete.
The results agree even more closely with those computed in the
theses of Messrs. Bagby and Case2r, and of Messrs. Galhuly, Miller
and Lewis of the class of 1907 of the University/ of Illinois.
The curve obtained, showing the relation between the
modulus of elasticity and tlie percent of cement in the mixtures,
has more of a parabolic form than the corresponding curve of
the first named thesis,
Por equal loads the ^rounger and the leaner beams de-
flected more than the older and the richer ones, but tlie maximum
deflection was greater in the older and richer beams.

PART V.
COHGLUSION.
The conclusions drawn from these tests are:
First:- In all mixtures the modulus of elasticity increases
with the age of the beam, and the rate of increase TDecomes less
as the beam grows older.
Second:- The richer the mixture the greater proportionally
is the modulus of elasticity for the yon^nger ages.
Third:- The modulus of elasticity increases with the rich-
ness of the concrete, "but this increase is not directly
proportional to the richness, "but rather bears a parabolic rela-
tion to it.
Fourth:- The leaner the mixture the more likely are the
diagonal tension stresses to affect the failure of a beam,
Fifth:- Average values of modulus of elasticity for various
ages and mixtures are as follows:
30-day, 1 _o -4 mixtures 1500000 lb. per sq. in.
60-da.y, 1 _ 2 -4 mixtures 1900000 lb. per sq. in.
1-year
,
1 — 1~. -4 mixtures 2700000 lb. per sq
,
in.
60-day, 1 -4 -8 mixtures 1740000 lb. per sq. in.
60-da-''-, 1 _ R•> -10 mixtures 1000000 lb. per sq. in.



